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Edi Winarni holds a BA and MA in graphic design and exhibition design from Hochschule Düsseldorf with graduation projects on Joseph Beuys's Ja ja ja ja ja, Nee nee nee nee nee and El Lissitzky's Abstract Cabinet. Furthermore Winarni graduated in 2019 as Meisterschüler in fine arts at Städelschule Frankfurt from the class of Tobias Rehberger.
Under his middle name Danartono, his artistic practice focuses on creating counter narratives of established natural and cultural histories. This includes collaborative and academic projects, such as the collective Archive for the Eleventh Hour as well as continuous research on Balinese chanting performance kecak.
Since 2020, he teaches audio-visual concepts at Hochschule Düsseldorf in the faculty of design and runs the publishing hut Gorilla Milk together with Liesel Burisch.
He is looking forward to hear from you: edi@winarni.studio
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Portrait photography by 
Katharina Poblotzki
The typeface in use is Konrad Neue by 
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